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Sycamore Booker, Landashir 
12 July – 7 August 2014 
 
 
 

 
Declaration of planned government structures and the formalisation of the State for the 

Community of Landashir 
 
This document has been written to provide written description of the current Landashir’n Government and 
its processes as well as give detailed information about the political nature of the Landashir’n Community 
based on the Appendix of the Statement on internal affairs, activity, projects and forecasts for the 
Community of Landashir, henceforth referred collectively as the “June Statement” and/or the “Statement of 
Identity”. In this vein, I propose that this document is to be referred to as the “August Declaration”.  
 
The Statement of Identity describes Landashir as a “free association of people and territorial claims” with a 
“communal government”. This Declaration is dependent on the communal will of the Landashir’n people in 
that it only applies to the government which is currently in place. It is completely the nature of the 
Landashir’n Community that institutions are run not so much on written laws, edicts and processes. Rather, 
the fluidity of Landashir’s structures creates an incredibly fluid State. It is my hope that this Declaration is 
sufficient in providing a groundwork for how Landashir should work and how it should conduct with regard 
to the tenets of the Statement of Identity. 
 
If members of our Community should like to recommend changes or additions to this Declaration, they are 
more than welcome to discuss them as Communal Government. The Declaration is not ultimate legislation – 
it is a series of suggestions which are to be implemented in order that the Government of this Community 
may run smoothly, without complication; suggestions which are not new, but simply reflect the nature of the 
current State. 
 
Changes which are agreed upon shall be notified to all representatives and appointed agencies of the 
Landashir’n Government. 
 
This Declaration does not exist as an exhaustive description of the Government and the Community of 
Landashir. As a commune and as a political organism, common consensus drives this State and its 
processes. 
 
Commenced 12 July 2014 in Sycamore Booker, Landashir 
 
James VON PUCHOW 
Community of Landashir, Government Representative 
 

 
The full, official name of Landashir is the Community of Landashir. The Landashir’n Community refers to the 
association of Landashir’n people.  
 
A citizen (a person who is in free association with the Community) of Landashir is Landashir’n.  
 
The Community of Landashir has a flag, a national emblem and a logo for its Government.  
 

The Landashir’n flag is attached in the appendix. It is inspired by the flags of the Nordic and 
Scandinavian countries and its colours (white, navy blue, powder blue, yellow and green) are the national 
colours. White represents peace amongst all people, navy blue represents the background of the former flag 
of Landashir and monarchical history of Landashir, powder blue represents the Landashir’s tradition from 
ceremonial monarchy to communal state and the intertwining of green and yellow represents the synthesis 
of civil liberties and autonomy (yellow) with the common culture shared amongst the Landashir’n people 
(green). 
 

The Landashir’n symbol is a heraldic coat-of-arms of a yellow lion rampant on a red field. This has 
been a traditional symbol for the Government over the course of Landashir’s history. It is found in the 
appendix of this Declaration. 
 

The logo of the Landashir’n Government is found at the top of this Declaration. It is the professional 
sign of the Government and should be used when necessary e.g. in official correspondence and on official 
documents issued by the State.   
 
There is no official motto of the Community of Landashir. 
 
There is no official language of the Community of Landashir. English is de facto the language which is 
officially used in the Community.  
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 The Landashir’n Government recognises the presence of the Francillish language in Landashir’n 
culture and honours it with frequent use in its work. 
 
The anthem of the Community of Landashir is the theme to “La Storia”, a piece for symphony band written 
by Jacob de Haan.  
 

 
The government of Landashir is the Landashir’n Government which is the primary structure of the State. The 
State may refer to the collection of political and state structures of Landashir.  
 
 This government is registered in the permanent territory of Landashir. At the time of writing, the 
Landashir’n Government is officially hosted in Sycamore Booker. 
 
The Landashir’n Government does not exist to administrate and control the lives of the Landashir’n people. 
As a free and autonomous collective, Landashir has a government in order that the collective identity and 
services established amongst its people are defended in as far as it is willed that they be defended.  
 
The Landashir’n Government is the organ which fulfils the will of the Landashir’n Community. 
 
 Government exists as long as it is the determination of the Landashir’n Community. As per the June 
Statement, this government is a ‘dependent institution’. 
 
There is no official Head of State or Head of Government. All positions within Government are voluntary. 
 
Due to the communal nature of the State, all power and authority is vested in the Landashir’n Community i.e. 
the citizens – the Government exists to facilitate the distribution of authority amongst citizens.  
 

 
Landashir’n citizens are free to offer their time and services in order to represent the Government and 
administrate it and/or its Agencies - currently, citizens which are registered with the Government are 
guaranteed the right to govern with other registered citizens.  
 
 Registration exists to maintain the right of Landashir’n citizens to choose to work with the 
Government.  
 
Administrators are volunteers of the Landashir’n Government which elect themselves responsible for the 
administration of Government Agencies. 
 

It is preferred that an Administrator is living in Landashir’n territory, but by no means is it 
compulsory. 
  
 It is proposed that there shall be Administrators for the following capacities: 

 Administrator for Government Representation [to manage the Government as a 
whole] 

 Administrator for Domestic Affairs 
 Administrator for Citizenship  
 Administrator for Territories and Border Control 
 Administrator for External Affairs  

 
At the time of writing, James von Puchow, has elected to administrate the Government as Administrator for 
Government Representation - therefore being de facto combined Head of State and Government. 
 
At the time of writing, James Lunam, has elected to administrate diplomacy, foreign affairs and international 
relations as Administrator for External Affairs. 
 

 
All may join the Landashir’n Community following their declaration of ‘free association’ with the Community.  
 
‘Free association’ refers to their recognition and subscription to the Statement of Identity of the Community 
of Landashir. 
 
In order that this Government know who has joined the Landashir’n Community through ‘free association’, 
within the understanding of the June Declaration, a system of citizenship is set up. 
 
 Citizenship of the Community of Landashir is synonymous with ‘free association’.  
 
 ‘Free association’ is a voluntary decision. No one is a citizen of Landashir through any other means – 
neither through blood-line nor by virtue of birth in Landashir’n territory. 
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The current Government is requested to establish the means to apply for citizenship. An application must 
assess the applicants motives for their declaration of ‘free association’ and also to register personal 
information (for example [not exhaustive]: name, birthplace and date, biological sex and photograph).  
 
Following a successful application, it is also suggested that interviews be used to assess the validity of these 
applications. 
 
Once citizenship has been honoured to the applicant, the citizen is entitled to the services established by the 
Government (for example: an identity card) and the right to register to participate in Government as part of 
the Landashir’n Community. 
 

 
Territories are also within the ‘free association’ of the Landashir’n Community. The Landashir’n Government 
is the administrating body in these territories i.e. the people in the territory communally govern it. 
 
 Thus, residents in Landashir’n territory are, by technicality, entitled to Landashir’n citizenship and 
will be granted it. 
 
If a territory is a residential territory, the right of its residents to privacy and to maintain the residential 
nature of their territory.  
 
 The extent of the territory forms the Landashir’n border. The status of the border – be it closed or 
open – is determined by the will of its residents [and in the case where a territory is not residential, the 
determination of the Landashir’n Government]. 
 
The accession of territory to the Community of Landashir requires a special process which is determined on 
a case-by-case basis.  
 

 
The Landashir'n Government does not engage in active diplomatic relations with other nation-states. That is 
to say, a diplomatic service is expected to be established, but there are no plans to establish embassies or 
consulates. 
 
 The Landashir’n Government will communicate with other nation-states. 
 
 The Landashir’n Government, as a rule of thumb, will recognise all nation-states with which it comes 
into contact with. 
 
 In the case where a specific nation-state is not recognised, or in the case where the Landashir’n 
Government will refuse to communicate with a specific nation-state, this will be communicated openly.  
 
Treaties and agreements are not necessary to establish diplomatic links with the Community of Landashir. In 
the case where a treaty or agreement is proposed to be signed, it is sensible that the links between the 
Community of Landashir and the respective nation-state are strong and stable. 
 
The Landashir’n Government considers this policy as a generally open foreign policy. 
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